The Tracer Rackmount DVD / CD Duplication Systems provides users with a 2U or 4U robust rackmountable form factor designed for the audio guru or data center user. In addition to a robust enclosure with superior ventilation and cooling, the Tracer Rackmount features a user friendly interface and an 80 GB internal hard drive. Fast recording speeds of 52X for CD and 16X/48X for DVD/CD allow users to enjoy high volume throughput capability and fast return on investment. Track extraction and disc compilation are standard features of the Tracer Rackmount, making it best price/performance rackmount DVD/CD duplication solution available today. Call for details!

**FEATURES**
- Direct "disc to disc" copy mode for easy operation
- Supports track extraction and disc compilation function
- Up to 6 industrial style recorders and multiple fans for maximum cooling
- Convenient 2U & 4U rackmountable configuration
- Internal 80 GB seagate hard drive for storage of multiple images

**CD Version**
- 52X CD write speed

**DVD Version**
- 16X DVD +, - 8X DL, RW 48X CDR

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- HEIGHT: 3.6"
- WIDTH: 17.8"
- DEPTH: 19.6"
- WEIGHT: 32 - 36 LBS.

**52X CD Tracer Rackmounts**
- C352RM: 1 Reader, (3) 52X Writers, Standalone 2U Rackmount
- C452RM: 1 Reader, (4) 52X Writers, Standalone 2U Rackmount
- C552RM-H: (5) 52X Writers, 80GB Hard Drive, Standalone 2U Rackmount
- C652RM-H: (6) 52X Writers, 80GB Hard Drive, Standalone 4U Rackmount

**16X DVD Tracer Rackmounts**
- C-316DL4-DF-RM-H: 3 16X Dual Format Writers, 80 GB HDD, 2U Rack
- C-416DL4-DF-RM-H: 4 16X Dual Format Writers, 80 GB HDD, 2U Rack
- C-516DL4-DF-RM-H: 5 16X Dual Format Writers, 80 GB HDD, 2U Rack

*Available in beige or black*